To All,

The mission of the Jordan School District rental department is to provide facility use opportunities to our public in the most fair and equitable manner possible.

In the past ten years, Jordan School District green space has increased by 22%, while the requested use for these spaces has increased more than 100%. The reality is that the public demand for field space continues to far outpace available resources. Therefore, as we move forward we will be implementing field rental windows for the Spring and Fall seasons. The request window for the Spring sports will be Jan 1st - 31st, and the request window for the Fall season sports will be June 1st - June 28th. This process will start in June of 2019. Requests will be accepted during these windows, and will be given fair and equal consideration based on the number of program requests and field space availability.

If there are a large number of requests for specific fields, we will implement the use of a lottery system to ensure fairness. Any requests received after the designated request windows, may still be considered based on availability after all on-time requests have been granted. In addition, please be considerate of all groups and only book times that will be utilized. Asking for large blocks of time that are not used could invalidate future requests.

As always, we appreciate working with our public to provide facility use opportunities. We also appreciate our public’s support and understanding as we continue to work together.

Thank you,